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Abstract

We describe a structural study of the S/Au interface for decanethiol monolayers (C10) on a Au(111) surface using the technique
of X-ray standing waves ( XSWs). The XSW results for full-coverage monolayers are inconsistent with any model incorporating a
single sulfur adsorption site, such as the widely assumed threefold hollow site on the Au(111) surface. Instead, the XSW results
reveal two distinct sulfur head group sites, each with a distinct lateral and vertical location with respect to the underlying gold
lattice. We discuss structural models that are consistent with these results. We have also studied the evolution of the structure versus
coverage with XSW and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy ( XPS) and have determined that the local S/Au interface structure of
the ‘‘lying down’’ striped phase at low coverages (0.27 ML, 1 ML=4.62×1014 molecules cm−2) is indistinguishable from that of the
‘‘standing up’’ c(4×2) phase at saturation (1 ML). Some important implications concerning the structure and growth of these
monolayers are discussed. © 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Decanethiol; Gold; Metal–organic interfaces; Self-assembly; Single crystal surfaces; Surface structure, morphology,
roughness, and topography; X-ray standing waves

1. Introduction useful in controlling such diverse properties as
adhesion, corrosion, and wettability [3,4].

The structure and growth of SAMs have beenSelf-assembled monolayers (SAMs) have
attracted wide attention in recent years as a general intensively studied with a wide range of techniques

and for a number of different systems [5–18]. Yet,technique for modifying the physical and chemical
properties of a surface [1,2]. It is widely antici- even for the most thoroughly studied SAMs, n-

alkyl thiols [CH3(CH2)
n−1SH, or Cn] on apated that the technique of self-assembly will be

Au(111) surface, little is directly known about the
bonding between the sulfur head group and the
Au(111) substrate, and important fundamental* Corresponding author. Present address: Argonne National
structural issues remain either unresolved or con-Laboratory Environmental Research Division, Bldg 203, 9700

South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439, USA. troversial. The structure of the Cn/Au(111) system
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is often described as a hexagonal E3×E3R30°
lattice of thiol molecules, and it is widely assumed
that the sulfur head groups form a hexagonal
lattice and occupy the threefold hollow sites of the
Au(111) surface (we refer to this as the ‘‘standard’’
model ) [1,6,19–22]. This assumption has been
supported by quantum chemical calculations [23]
and is consistent with the observation that elemen-
tal sulfur is widely observed to adsorb in ‘‘highly
coordinated sites’’ on transition metal surfaces

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the symmetry of the c(4×2) phase, in[24], such as the threefold hollow site on of face-
which each molecule is schematically drawn as a filled circles,

centered cubic f.c.c.(111) surfaces and hexagon- and the two types of shading denote molecules that are distinct
ally closed packed h.c.p.(0001) surfaces {e.g. within the c(4×2) unit mesh (shown as a rectangle). For refer-

ence to the text, the molecules are numbered such that moleculesS/Ni(111) [25] and S/Ru(0001) [26 ], respectively}
1 and 2 are equivalent, but are distinct from the molecules 3or the fourfold hollow sites on f.c.c.(001) surfaces
and 4. (b) A schematic of an adsorbed thiol, showing the sulfur{e.g. S/Cu(001) [27,28]}. head group (circle) and the hydrocarbon chain (zigzag line).

However, this picture has yet to be experimen-
tally demonstrated for the Cn/Au(111) system.

rectangular unit mesh containing four molecules.Although early electron and He atom diffraction
From the symmetry of the diffraction patternstudies observed a E3×E3R30° diffraction
(which is revealed through the absence of certainpattern for this system [12,29], these observations
Bragg peaks), it is directly known that molecule 2have no bearing on the lateral head group position,
is equivalent to molecule 1, and is displaced by an

which cannot be determined from the diffraction
amount of (x2–x1, y2–y1)=(2.50 Å, 4.33 Å) as

pattern symmetry. Instead, the head group position
shown schematically in Fig. 1 (and similarly for

can only be determined through an intensity analy- molecules 3 and 4), so that only two of the four
sis, which was not performed. Similarly, although molecules in the unit mesh are distinct [9,10].
scanning probe microscopy (SPM) provides Multiple ‘‘variants’’ of the c(4×2) unit mesh have
molecular-level images of the monolayer [5–7,30], been proposed on the basis of the STM data [6 ].
these results have yet to provide any information Of these variants, only that shown in Fig. 1 is
concerning the head-group location with respect consistent with the observed symmetry of the
to the underlying substrate lattice since it is not X-ray diffraction patterns [9,10], which suggests
apparent, a priori, how the detailed features in the that the other variants are either non-equilibrium
SPM images are correlated to the molecular-level structures or artifacts of the STM measurement.
structure, or even which component(s) of the While the c(4×2) symmetry does not reveal either
monolayer (e.g. hydrocarbon chain, sulfur head the relative spacing between molecules 1 and 3 or
group, Au substrate displacements) contribute to their individual adsorption site(s), it does demon-
the SPM images. In other words, in spite of their strate unambiguously that molecules 1 and 3 (and
value for many other issues, SPM techniques and similarly for molecules 2 and 4) in Fig. 1 are
diffraction pattern symmetries do not provide any structurally distinct; if they were not distinct, then
direct evidence concerning the sulfur head group the extra diffraction peaks associated with the
adsorption structure. c(4×2) unit mesh would not be observed, resulting

In fact, the equilibrium unit mesh of in a simple E3×E3R30° unit mesh. Consequently,
Cn/Au(111) is known {from X-ray [9,10,31] and the c(4×2) symmetry can be thought of as a
He atom diffraction [11], as well as scanning symmetry breaking of the E3×E3R30° unit mesh
tunneling microscopy (STM) [6,7]} to be in the that distinguishes molecule 1 from molecule 3.
form of the so-called c(4×2) superlattice of the Because the symmetry applies to the monolayer as

a whole, it will be reflected in the structure of allE3×E3R30° lattice (shown in Fig. 1), which is a
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components of the molecule (including the lateral tion calculations [34] found 22 structures that
differed from the lowest energy structure by lessand vertical head group position, and the lateral

spacings and twist angles of the hydrocarbon than 1 kcal mol−1, but were unable to reproduce
the experimentally observed c(4×2) structure aschain). Consequently, the observed c(4×2) sym-

metry dictates that the head group position for the lowest energy structure, suggesting that a criti-
cal element of this system is still missing. Instead,these two molecules must be different at some level

of precision. The questions that remain are then structures consisting of smaller unit meshes were
consistently found to have the lowest energy.as follows:

(1) Is the head group structure revealed as small However, of the 11 lowest energy four-chain struc-
tures, only one is consistent with the experimen-displacements (of a few hundredths of

an Ångstom) about a single head group site, tally observed equilibrium symmetry of the
c(4×2) unit mesh as shown in Fig. 1; all othersor do two clearly distinct head group loca-

tions exist? can be ruled out based on symmetry considerations
alone. Similarly, recent molecular dynamics (MD)(2) What are the exact head group locations?

The aim of this paper is to address the question simulations have been used to elucidate the struc-
ture of the c(4×2) superlattice, and concludedof the location(s) of the sulfur head groups on the

basis of the X-ray standing wave data. that ‘‘there may be several structures which corre-
spond to the c(4×2) superlattice’’ [35]. Yet, hereThe symmetry of the c(4×2) unit mesh can, in

principle, support a wide range of head group too there are clear discrepancies with the experi-
mental results. For the structures that were foundstructures. For instance, an X-ray crystallographic

analysis of this system has determined [9] that the to be stable, the hydrocarbon tilt direction was
inconsistent with that measured by GIXD [10,36 ].monolayer structure consists of a nearly hexagonal

array of hydrocarbon chains (having a spacing of Furthermore, the sulfur head-group arrangement
for each of these structures could be characterized~5 Å) but with a pairing of the sulfur head groups,

resulting in a lateral S–S spacing of 2.2 Å. Due to by a hexagonal E3×E3R30° lattice with only
the similarity between this derived S–S spacing minimal displacements, in disagreement with the
and that found for disulfide compounds GIXD intensity analysis [9]. Finally, these MD
(dS–S=2.0 Å) [32], this result was interpreted in simulations predict [37] continuous changes in the
the context of a disulfide adsorption state. For monolayer structure at temperatures between 40
generality, we refer to this model as the ‘‘sulfur- and 300 K that are not observed experimentally
pairing model’’. This model directly implies that [10,31,38].
two inequivalent sulfur binding sites exist in this A common thread to all of these theoretical
system. Although this result was unexpected, it studies has been the a priori assumption that the
was nevertheless consistent with all known experi- S/Au interaction can be described without any
mental date of the Cn/Au(111) system. Optical explicit interaction between the sulfur head groups
sum frequency generation (SFG) studies have fur- that might result in S–S pairing. Consequently, if
ther supported the sulfur-pairing model by inde- a S–S interaction were to be an important element
pendently showing that the symmetry of the of the structure (as suggested by the GIXD results),

then there is no reason to expect any meaningfulmonolayer is inconsistent with a E3×E3R30°
hexagonal array [14]. agreement between these experimental and theoret-

ical results. The only exception is a study by GerdyIn contrast, recent theoretical work largely sup-
ports the ‘‘standard’’ structural model for this and Goddard et al. [39] that explicitly assumed

the presence of an S–S bond, in which their MDsystem, albeit with some ambiguity. For instance,
recent calculations in which the surface is repre- results were found to be in quantitative agreement

with the GIXD scattering intensities.sented by a cluster of atoms confirm a preference
of the sulfur head group for the f.c.c. threefold A large gap clearly remains between the widely

accepted ‘‘standard’’ bonding model (in which thehollow site [33]. Furthermore, energy minimiza-
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sulfur head group binds uniquely in a threefold tance of the head group structure towards our
understanding of the ‘‘self-assembly’’ process, fur-hollow site) that is supported primarily by theoreti-

cal work, and the proposed ‘‘sulfur-pairing’’ model ther work is clearly warranted to elucidate the
sulfur head group structure. At the least, such a(which directly implies the existence of two distinct

sulfur binding sites and the possibility of a S–S broad discrepancy suggests that the critical features
of the Cn/Au(111) system remain to be under-bond) based upon the GIXD results. This situation

motivates the need to apply additional structural stood. By further elucidating the complexities of
the sulfur head-group structure, we may also havetools to this system that are based upon the direct

relationship between molecular structure and the opportunity to advance our understanding of
chemical bonding at metallic interfaces in general.experimental observables that is quantitatively

established by fundamental physical laws (e.g. The need for a firmer basis for understanding the
influence of chemisorption on molecular bondsMaxwell’s equations for X-ray scattering tech-

niques). These techniques therefore can place has been made dramatically clear in a recent paper
by Nilsson et al. [40], in which the commonlyimportant constraints upon the structure indepen-

dent of any assumptions about the system, and in accepted bonding models for CO and N2 on trans-
ition metal surfaces have been found to be in needmany cases, the structure can be directly deter-

mined. Most importantly, since these techniques of revision.
The outline of this paper is as follows: Inare truly quantitative, it is possible to directly

compare the experimentally derived structure with Section 2, we describe the principles of the XSW
technique, and in Section 3, we discuss the experi-the results of the suitably precise theoretical treat-

ment to independently test the level of our mental details specific to this experiment. Given
the controversy related to the structure of thisunderstanding.

While the nature of the S/Au interaction remains system, and given the relatively few studies of
similar systems with XSW, we separate for claritycontroversial, it is the ability of this system to

‘‘self-assemble’’ at room temperature that is clearly the description of the experimental data and the
information that can be derived directly from themthe most important and interesting characteristic

of these SAM systems, and undoubtedly depends (Section 4) from the discussion of the specific head
group locations (Section 5). We then discuss theon the ability of individual molecules to diffuse

across surface terraces to achieve highly ordered interpretation of the data and the synthesis of
models consistent with the data (Section 6), andlayers. However, any fundamental understanding

of the growth behaviour must be ultimately based our conclusions (Section 7).
on a better understanding of the nature of the
S/Au bond, since the equilibrium structure and the
diffusion barrier are likely to be closely related 2. The X-ray standing wave technique
(since the former is determined only by the position
of the minimum in the multiparameter free energy There are very few quantitative techniques that

can probe the buried S/Au interface structure.surface that describes the structure of this system,
and the latter is determined by the shape of the Although a broad range of techniques exist (e.g.

electron-based techniques, such as low-energyfree energy surface away from the minimum).
Ultimately, these issues can be resolved through a electron diffraction) that are very powerful probes

of adsorbate structures (e.g. elemental sulfur on atheoretical determination of the diffusional barri-
ers, but these quantities can be meaningfully calcu- metal surface), the presence of a ~15 Å-thick

hydrocarbon layer presents a formidable barrierlated only when the most fundamental quantity,
the equilibrium geometric structure, has been to most of these techniques due to the small

inelastic mean free path of low-energy electronsfirmly established.
Given the gap in our understanding between [41]. Therefore, we have applied the XSW

technique to probe in a quantitative and directrecent experimental and theoretical studies of the
S/Au head group structure, and given the impor- way of the S/Au(111) interface structure of the
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C10/Au(111) SAM, and to elucidate further the
nature of the organometallic bonds in this system.

The XSW technique is a precise, element-
specific, structural probe that can determine the
location of a particular species (in this case, sulfur)
at surfaces [42,43], at buried interfaces [44], within
Langmuir–Blodgett multilayer structures [45,46],
as a bulk lattice impurity [47], and very recently
within self-assembled monolayers [48]. Because
XSW can, in favourable cases, provide atomic
locations with an uncertainty of <0.02 Å, it has
the ability to provide bond lengths at a precision
sufficient to reveal chemical formation.

The XSW field is an interference pattern created
by the coherent sum of an incident and reflected
X-ray beam and is typically created by using a
strong substrate Bragg reflection condition
[notated as H to signify an arbitrary Bragg reflec-
tion (hkl )] and shown schematically in Fig. 2a.
Because the phase (i.e. position in space) of the
XSW field changes as the substrate crystal is
scanned through the diffraction condition, the net
result is a modulation in the X-ray absorbtion
signal, Y, as the XSW anti-node passes through
the atomic position of interest. This can be
described formally as [42] Fig. 2. (a) XSW measurement is shown in a microscopic per-

spective; the open circles denote the substrate lattice atoms, the
Y(Ec)/Y

0
=1+R(Ec)+2f

H
[R(Ec)]1/2 filled circles denote the sulfur head group, and the zigzag line

denotes the hydrocarbon chain. The vertical dashed lines indi-
×cos[v(Ec)−2pP

H
] (1) cate the Bragg plane spacing, d

H
, used to create the XSW field

(indicated by the solid vertical lines). As drawn, the head group
where R(Ec) is the substrate reflectivity as a func- position corresponds to the antinode of the XSW field. (b) A

schematic of the XSW equipment is shown in which the incidenttion of the photon energy, Ec, and is given by
and reflected X-ray beams are normal to a substrate surface,R(Ec)=[E

H
(Ec)/E0(Ec)]2 (for reasons discussed

and the photoelectron, e−, is detected with a single pass CMAbelow, in this experiment, we vary the diffraction
whose axis is perpendicular to the incident beam direction.

condition through Ec); E0 and E
H

are the incident
and diffracted beam electric field amplitudes; n(Ec)
is the energy-dependent phase of E

H
relative to Since the X-ray scattering and absorption pro-

cesses are quantitatively understood, the structureE0; Y0 is the X-ray absorption signal away from
the Bragg reflection condition; and f

H
and P

H
are, can be determined through a direct comparison of

experimental data and theoretical calculationsrespectively, the ‘‘coherent fraction’’ and ‘‘coherent
position’’ whose meaning and significance are dis- (based on the full dynamical theory of X-ray

diffraction [49]). For each XSW measurement atcussed further below. Consequently, an XSW
measurement entails monitoring the X-ray absorp- a particular diffraction condition, H, the coherent

position, P
H

, and the coherent fraction, f
H

, aretion through, for instance, the photoelectron yield
or the X-ray fluorescence corresponding to a par- determined by a chi-squared fit of Eq. (1) to the

XSW induced modulation of the characteristicticular element (e.g. sulfur) as a function of the
photon energy as the latter is scanned through the emission signal from the adsorbate atom. Because

P
H

and f
H

are the only quantities in Eq. (1) thatsubstrate Bragg condition.
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the adatom distribution, Fobs:

Fobs=f
H

exp(i2pP
H

)

=(1/N) ∑
l
C ∑

j
g
j
D
Hj

exp(i2pD
j,l

/d
H

)D, (2)

where g
j

is the occupation factor for the jth site
D
j,l

is the position of the jth site relative to the Hth
diffraction planes, and D

Hj
is the Debye–Waller

factor of the adatom in the jth site. Consequently,
the coherent position is directly related to the
coherently averaged position of sulfur atoms, and
the coherent fraction is sensitive to the distribution
of sulfur about the average position. Since P

H
is

periodic with period d
H

, as shown in Fig. 2a, the
coherent position has a modulo-d ambiguity (i.e.
P=0.2 is the indistinguishable from P=1.2). TheFig. 3. Relationship between the coherent position and the
coherent fraction, by definition is equal to unity,adatom adsorption site is shown for the h.c.p., atop, and the

f.c.c. adsorption sites on an f.c.c.(111) surface. The filled circles f
H
=1, for atoms located in a unique high-symme-

denote the f.c.c. substrate lattice, and the horizontal solid lines try adsorption site, and f
H
<1 for atoms that

and dashed lines show the (111) and (11-1) Bragg planes, occupy a distribution of sites (through either
respectively. The vertical solid lines denote three adsorption

vibrations, static disorder, or multiple inequivalentsite, the atop, h.c.p. and f.c.c. sites, which are found directly
adsorption sites).above the first-, second- and third-layer substrate atoms, respec-

tively. In each case, the height above the surface is fixed at a For non-ideal systems, multiple contributions to
height of z=2.59 Å, corresponding to a coherent position of the coherent fraction will exist that must be disen-
P111=1.1=z/d111. Each of these adsorption sites is readily dis- tangled so that their structural implications can betinguished by its (11-1) coherent position, which is 0.36, 0.70

properly interpreted. The experimentally measuredand 1.03, for the atop, h.c.p. and f.c.c. sites, respectively.
coherent fraction, f

H
, at a particular Bragg condi-

tion, H, can be written [42] as the product of the
fraction of ordered molecules, C, a Debye–Waller

are not known a priori, each set of XSW data is factor to account for thermal vibrations, D
H

, and
fully characterized by these two parameters, which the geometrical factor, a

H
, which contains the

represent the normalized phase and amplitude of structural information, or:
the Hth Fourier component of the adatom distribu-
tion, respectively. f

H
=CD

H
a
H

. (3)
Since each XSW measurement provides a one-

dimensional measure of the structure, the full Let us discuss each of these terms separately.
three-dimensional structure is revealed by perform- (1) If a fraction of molecules, C, are in well-
ing XSW measurements using multiple substrate defined sites and the remaining molecules are
Bragg conditions, H. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 arranged randomly, the measured coherent
for three different lateral sites: the ‘‘atop’’ site, and fraction will reflect only the ordered fraction
the ‘‘f.c.c.’’ and ‘‘h.c.p.’’ threefold hollow sites. of molecules, as might be encountered as a

For an adatom that occupies n different sites result of adsorption at substrate lattice
within the unit cell, and has m different symmetry inhomogeneities instead of well-defined ter-
equivalent orientations with respect to the sub- race sites.
strate lattice, the superposition principle can be (2) For any finite ad-atom vibrational amplitude,

u, the coherent fraction will be reduced by aapplied to describe this Hth Fourier component of
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Debye–Waller factor: projected along the diffraction condition, H.
Consequently, for an adatom layer that is

D
H
=exp[−(2pu/d

H
)2/2]. (4)

buckled vertically by d (but with an average
height, z), an XSW measurement will revealThis factor will be sensitive also to the sub-

strate temperature through thermally induced the average height through the coherent posi-
tion and the buckling amplitude through thechanges in the vibrational amplitude of the

adatom, u(T ). While adatom vibrational coherent fraction. In a similar way, the coher-
ent fraction and position for any arbitraryamplitudes are typically observed to be iso-

tropic at room temperature, this need not be structure can be calculated simply by using
Eq. (2). Since the measured coherent fractionsthe case. In this case, the XSW technique is

sensitive to the projection of the three-dimen- may contain contributions from all three terms
in Eq. (3), these contributions must be explic-sional vibrational ellipsoid along the direction

of measurement, H, resulting in u=u
H

. itly addressed to derive uniquely the adatom
location(s) derived from the geometric factor(3) Structural contributions to the coherent frac-

tion through a
H

include both (i) low-symmetry a
H

.
adsorption sites and (ii) multiple adsorption
sites. A low symmetry adsorption site may
reduce the coherent fraction because the 3. Experimental
observed coherent fraction is symmetry-
averaged over all equivalent sites. For instance, 3.1. XSW and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
an adatom in a low-symmetry site on a (111)
surface having a unique vertical hight above The XSW measurements were performed in the

back-reflection geometry [43] (i.e. with scatteringthe surface (and therefore a111=1) will have
a reduced geometrical factor for measurements angle of 180°) as shown schematically in Fig. 2b.

In this geometry, the momentum transfer is deter-in off-normal directions. To illustrate this
explicitly, we take the example of an XSW mined by the photon energy, Ec, so that Bragg’s

law can be written as Q=4pE
c
/hc=2p/d

H
(wheremeasurement of an adatom in a bridge site of

an f.c.c.(111) surface, using the (11-1) sub- h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, and
d
H

is the Bragg plane spacing), and the momentumstrate Bragg peak (which is tilted from the
surface normal by an angle of 70.53°). The transfer is determined by the photon energy.

Consequently, the (111) Bragg peak of Au, havingbridge site has a geometrical factor of
a11-1=1/3, regardless of the height of the atom, a bragg spacing, d111=2.355 Å, corresponds to a

photon energy of E
c
=hc/2d=2632 eV. The backz, above the surface. Qualitatively, this can

be described as due to the out-of-phase con- reflection geometry is widely used in XSW meas-
urements of metal substrates because it has thetributions from two of the three bridge

sites resulting in a geometrical factor of advantage that the measurements become insensi-
tive to mosaic disorder typically found in metala11-1(1-1+1)/3=1/3. For completeness, we

note that in this case, the coherent position ‘‘single-crystal’’ substrates because the Darwin
width predicted by the dynamical theory of X-rayprovides an additional independent measure-

ment of the adatom height through the rela- scattering becomes large (~1°) for low-index
Bragg reflections [43]. For example, in the back-tion, P11-1=0.5+0.1415z. Multiple adsorption

sites will also reduce the geometrical factor in reflection condition, the Au(111) reflection has a
Darwin width of 2° (if measured in angle space)a similar fashion. In the case of two distinct

adatom sites, the measured coherent position or equivalently 1.9 eV (in energy space). For com-
parison, the mosaic width of the crystal used inwill reflect the coherently averaged adatom

position, and the geometrical factor will vary this study was independently measured to be
~0.02°. The measurements reported below wereas a

H
~cos(2pd/d

H
), where d is the deviation

of each sulfur atom from the average position performed at the X24A beamline at the National
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Synchrotron Light Source, which is optimized to
deliver a high flux at soft X-ray energies through
the use of a windowless beamline design. A mono-
chromatic X-ray beam was obtained from the
broad-band X-ray synchrotron beam by the use
of a Si(111) double-crystal monochromator and
was focused on to the sample by using a toroidal
focusing mirror [50].

The local electric field of the XSW produced by
the Bragg reflection is probed with S–K(1s) and
Au–MV(3d5/2) photoelectron peaks, which have
binding energies of 2472 and 2206 eV, respectively.
The photoelectron spectrum is measured by using
a single-pass cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA)
located at 90° to the X-ray beam direction with
the CMA axis parallel to the X-ray polarization
direction. Typical photoelectron spectra of the
Au–MV(3d5/2) and the S–K(1s) photoelectron
peaks are shown for a saturated C10/Au(111)
monolayer (H=1) in Fig. 4. A photon energy
of Ec=3136 eV was used for XPS measurements.
In all measurements, the photoelectron signal
reported is measured by subtracting the back-
ground intensity (determined by extrapolating the
background signal from measurements at higher
electron kinetic energy) from the peak intensity.
For the XSW measurements, the photoelectron
signal is measured as a function of the photon
energy (as it is scanned through the Bragg peak)

Fig. 4. Photoelectron spectrum for a saturated monolayer ofby simultaneously scanning the CMA pass energy
C10/Au(111) showing (a) Au-3d5/2 and (b) S-1s photoelectron

to compensate for changes in the photoelectron yields. The data are plotted as a function of the electron kinetic
kinetic energy due to the changing photon energy. energy for an incident photon energy of Ec=3136 eV. Statistical

error bars are not shown for the Au-3d5/2 data because the errorWe have looked carefully for any changes in the
bars are too small to be visible.sample that might be associated with the X-ray

exposure. We have not observed any spectroscopic
changes in the position, width, or intensity of the Reports of the X-ray-induced damage of SAMs

in the synchrotron X-ray beam vary greatly. Forsulfur photoelectron spectra as a function of X-ray
dose; nor have we observed any systematic changes simplicity, we compare results using GIXD studies

at room temperature using focused monochro-in the S or Au XSW spectra for successive measure-
ments. Although the X-ray photoelectron spectro- matic bending magnet sources at the NSLS, having

a typical photon flux of 109−1010 photons s−1 andscopy ( XPS) data are sensitive to the chemical
state of the sulfur (e.g. thiol vs. thiolate), the XSW a photon energy of ~8–10 keV. Damage is typi-

cally observed in the form of an exponential lossspectra provide an extremely sensitive measure of
the geometrical structure (to within ±0.02 Å). of scattering intensity, which can be characterized

by a ‘‘damage time constant’’, td. For siloxaneSince we have observed no evidence for damage
due to X-ray exposure under our experimental monolayers on silicon substrates in a He atmo-

sphere [51], td~90 min. In contrast, the rate ofconditions, we therefore conclude that the present
results are intrinsic to the C10/Au(111) system. X-ray-induced damage is typically significant
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slower for thiol monolayers on Au(111). For tural characterization were all performed in situ
instance, td~1.1×104 min for complete mono- without any exposure to the ambient atmosphere.
layers at ultra-high vacuum ( UHV ) conditions The Au(111) crystal was prepared in an unbaked
[31], as compared to td~1.2×103 min in an atmo- UHV system with a base pressure of ~10−8 Torr
sphere of helium (A. Eberhardt et al., unpublished (the base pressure for this system was
data), and td~‘‘a few hours’’ under an aqueous ~10−10 Torr after baking), and was cleaned by
solution [52]. Whereas this diverse behaviour is successive sputter/anneal cycles using argon ions.
undoubtedly related to a range of parameters This procedure has been found to reliably produce
including the substrate electronic structure and the clean and well ordered Au(111) surfaces that have
photon energy [53] (which influence the photo- the characteristic E3×23 surface reconstruction,
electron yield and kinetic energy, respectively), the with surface domain sizes in excess of 2000 Å. In
dependence of td upon the sample environment this experiment, the cleanliness was monitored
for Cn/Au(111) clearly demonstrates that it is through the S(1s) photoelectron peak. After
closely related to the availability of reactive species repeated sputter/anneal cycles, no measurable
from the sample environment. Because the present sulfur signal was observed. In parallel measure-
measurements are performed under UHV condi- ments using the same preparation procedure in a
tions, the lack of any significant X-ray induced separate chamber using, no evidence for contami-
damage in the XSW studies is, therefore, not nation could be found with Auger electron
surprising. Recent XPS results [54] have demon- spectroscopy.
strated a dramatic X-ray-induced change in the The monolayer coverage was controlled in-situ
XPS spectra, but at both, a significantly (>100×) through exposure by vapor-phase deposition at
higher photon dose than in the GIXD experiments room temperature by backfilling the UHV cham-
[31], and a significantly lower (i.e. more damaging) ber with decanethiol molecules using a previously
photon energy. calibrated leak-valve. In parallel experiments, these

growth conditions were determined to lie within
the ‘‘equilibrium’’ growth regime, in which the3.2. Sample preparation
monolayer domain size, L≥2000 Å, was limited
only by the substrate sample quality [55]. DuringAs we are interested in the behaviour that is
deposition, all filaments in the chamber wereintrinsic to the C10/Au(111) system, we have taken
turned off, and the ion pump was isolated fromgreat care to produce very high-quality, clean, and
the sample chamber. A turbo pump was used towell-ordered Au(111) single crystalline surfaces
maintain a continuous gas flow during the mono-for use as the SAM substrate. In contrast, most
layer growth to prevent any buildup of any con-studies of SAMs are performed using lower-quality
taminants. The exposure was varied over a rangeevaporated Au films. Since factors such as surface
of ~105 (1 L=10−6 Torr · s) by changing both theroughness, the presence of steps and other defects,
exposure time and partial pressure of C10, and allas well as possible contamination of the substrate
exposures were performed in a pressure rangesurface when transferred through air, can have an
(P<5×10−5 Torr) in which the growth rate hasimportant and nontrivial impact on the system
been shown to vary linearly with thiol partialthat might obscure the intrinsic system properties
pressure [56]. The absolute exposures were deter-(such as the structure, the degree of order, as well
mined after correcting for the ion gauge sensitivityas more subtle details such as the growth kinetics
of C10, in which the actual partial pressure wasand thermal stability), we provide a detailed
estimated to be approximately one-eighth of thedescription of our sample characterization and
ion gauge reading [56 ].preparation procedures.

Although the XSW measurements were onlyTo minimize these extrinsic factors, the present
performed on freshly prepared monolayers, XPSmeasurements were performed in a UHV system

in which sample cleaning, SAM growth, and struc- measurements (used to derive the uptake curves)
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were performed both on freshly prepared mono-
layers at a range of converges and on samples
perviously analysed with XPS at lower coverages.
The high degree of reproducibility implicit in the
XPS data with and without a previous X-ray dose
provides an independent and sensitive demonstra-
tion that the X-ray exposure under our experimen-
tal conditions has no significant effect on the
monolayer properties.

4. Results

4.1. Evolution of coverage vs. exposure as
monitored with XPS

In Fig. 5, we plot the evolution of the S(1s) and
Au(3d5/2) photoelectron intensities for thiol expo-
sures as high as 105 L. We have chosen to use a
higher photon energy of Ec=3.136 eV for the XPS
uptake measurements so that the photoelectron
yield becomes less sensitive to the molecular orien-
tation and primarily sensitive to the molecular
coverage (due to the increased electron mean free
path at these energies). As might be expected, the
increasing thiol coverage is reflected by both an
increase in sulfur signal and a decrease in the Au
signal (due to the attenuation of the photoelectrons
as they pass through the monolayer). The two-
step nature of these date clearly demonstrates that Fig. 5. Evaluation of the photoelectron yields is plotted as a
the growth does not proceed by simple Langmuir function of thiol exposure for (a) Au-3d5/2 and (b) S-1s photo-

electron peaks. The solid line is a fit to a two-step adsorptionkinetics, H(t)=(1−e−t/t), but instead is well-
process of the form A

1
[1−e(−t/t

1
) ]+A

2
[1−e(−t/t

2
) ], where t isdescribed by a two-step uptake curve, in which

the exposure in Langmuirs. The decreasing Au signal is due toeach adsorption step is well approximated by
the attenuation of the photoelectrons due to the adsorption of

Langmuir kinetics, but with distinct time constants thiol molecules, and the increasing sulfur signal is due to the
[55] that differ by a factor of ~500. It is known increase in thiol coverage.
that the growth of C10/Au(111) at room temper-
ature involves three phases, and therefore, three

involves the formation of a ‘‘striped phase’’, intime constants might be expected. We use only
which the molecular axis is parallel to the surfacetwo time constants here because that is the simplest
(a ‘‘lying down’’ phase) [57]. Further experimentsform compatible with the experimental data. From
on the structure of the C10 striped phase by Hea least-squares fit of both the S and Au data to
atom and X-ray diffraction and STM experimentsthe form A1[1−e(−t/t1)]+A2(1−e(−t/t2)], where t

is the exposure in Langmuirs, we find that the have shown that it forms a 11×E3 unit mesh,
having unit cell dimensions of 31.7 Å×4.997 Å,two adsorption steps have ‘‘time constants’’ of

t1=7.2 L, and t2=3750 L. and containing two molecules per unit mesh
[8,55,57–59]. This phase has a nominal coverageHe diffraction studies first demonstrated that

the initial stage of adsorption of thiols on Au(111) of H=0.27 ML (1 ML=4.62×1014 molecules
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cm−2, which is the density of molecules in the
c(4×2) phase). At high coverages, the structure
converts to the c(4×2) unit mesh, which is the
saturated phase (H=1 ML) with the hydrocarbon
axis tilted by ~34° with respect to the substrate
surface normal direction (the ‘‘standing-up’’ phase)
[10,37]. A disordered ‘‘intermediate phase’’ also is
known to exist for coverages intermediate between
the ‘‘striped’’ and c(4×2) phases [55,58].
Consequently, the first adsorption step is associ-
ated with the formation of the ‘‘lying down’’
striped phase, followed by a second, slower evolu-
tion towards monolayer completion in the ‘‘stand-
ing up’’ phase. The evolution of the coverage can
therefore be written as

H (ML)=0.27[1−e(−t/7.2) ]+0.73[1−e(−t/3750)],
(5)

which we use to determine the thiol coverage as a
function of exposure. Note that the evolution of
the photoelectron yield vs. exposure will be similar
to that described by Eq. (5), but having coefficients
that differ from 0.27 and 0.73 since the photo-
electron yield depends upon both the coverage and
the attenuation through the monolayer for each
phase. This interpretation of the XPS uptake
curves is further confirmed by similar measure-
ments using a lower photon energy, Ec=2630 eV,

Fig. 6. XSW-induced modulation of the sulfur (open circles)in which only the first rapid adsorption step in
and gold (filled circles) photoelectron yields plotted as a func-Eq. (5) is observed in the sulfur photoelectron
tion of photon energy relative to the (111) Bragg condition at

yield. The lack of second slower adsorption step Ec=2632 eV. The substrate reflectivity is shown as crosses. The
at this lower energy is due to the increased attenua- data are shown for the (a) (111) and (b) (11-1) Bragg peaks

for a saturated monolayer (1.0 ML) in the c(4×2) phase. Thetion within the ‘‘standing-up’’ c(4×2) phase at
solid lines are the best fit to the XSW spectra using the fullthis lower photon energy, in which the increase in
dynamical theory of X-ray scattering resulting in the XSWsulfur photoelectron signal as the coverage
parameters summarized in Table 1. Also included in a calcula-

increases above 0.27 ML is offset by the increased tion of the XSW-induced modulation of the sulfur photo-
attenuation through the hydrocarbon chains of the electron yield for the ‘‘standard model’’ based upon the

calculation of Sellers et al. [23] in which the sulfur head groupc(4×2) phase, resulting in no observable change
bonds in the f.c.c. threefold hollow at a height of 1.905 Å abovein the sulfur XPS yield.
the Au(111) surface, which should be compared with the
open circles.

4.2. XSW results for a complete monolayer (H=1)

We begin the presentation of the XSW measure- C10/Au(111) system measured using the (111)
substrate Bragg reflection that is sensitive to thements by discussing the results for a c(4×2)

saturated monolayer formed with an exposure of height of the sulfur head group above the Au(111)
surface. In each case, the symbols represent the~6×104 L at room temperature. In Fig. 6a, we

show the S and Au XSW spectra for the experimental data, and the solid lines are fits to
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Table 1
Measured XSW results for the C(4×2) phase at saturation coverage (H=1)

P111 F111 P11-1 F11-1

S(1s) 1.10±0.01 0.41±0.01 0.25±0.01 0.46±0.01
Au(3d5/2) −0.1±0.01 0.84±0.01 −0.02±0.01 0.89±0.01

the data using Eq. (1) and the full dynamical same values found for the Au XSW results in the
(111) geometry. These results are summarizedtheory of X-ray scattering, which directly reveals

the coherent position and fraction. For instance, in Table 1.
the Au XSW spectrum reveals that the coherent
position is P111(Au)=−0.84±0.01, which reflects 4.3. Evolution of XSW results vs. coverage
the structure of the Au(111) near-surface region
(i.e. averaged over the escape length of the photo- To understand the evolution of the S/Au inter-

face structure through the different coverage-electrons) and any imperfections in the substrate
lattice. The value of the coherent position suggests dependent phases (e.g. lying down vs. standing

up), we have also used the (111) XSW geometrythat the gold atoms are, on average, located within
1% of the projected bulk lattice sites as would be to probe the sulfur adsorption site at representative

thiol coverages. As an example, in Fig. 7, weexpected for a bulk-like termination of the Au
surface lattice. We have not analyzed these data show the (111) XSW spectra for an exposure of

87 L, which, from Eq. (5), corresponds to a cover-further due to the complex nature of the substrate
lattice relaxations (due to the S–Au interactions) age of 0.29 ML. From these data, we have deter-

mined that the sulfur coherent position isassociated with the large c(4×2) unit mesh [9,10].
The fit to the sulfur XSW spectrum reveals a P111(0.29 ML)=1.09±0.01, and the coherent frac-

tion is f111(0.29 ML)=0.41±0.01. Similarly, wecoherent position of P111=1.10±0.01. If we infer
from the Au coherent position that there is little have performed experiments at an intermediate

thiol exposure of 873 L, corresponding to aor no vertical relaxation of the Au surface atoms
(as is expected for an adsorbate-covered metal coverage of H=0.42 ML. Those data (not shown)

reveal that the sulfur coherent position issurface) [27], the observed coherent position cor-
responds to an average vertical S–Au spacing of
z�=2.59±0.02 Å. This spacing is significantly
larger than the S–Au vertical spacing predicted by
quantum chemical calculations, z=1.9 Å [23], for
a methyl thiolate molecule bound in the f.c.c.
threefold hollow site.

We have also obtained similar XSW data for
the (11-1) geometry (shown in Fig. 6b), which is
accessed by rotating the Au(111) crystal by 70.53°
about the [2, −2, 0] crystallographic direction. In
the geometry, the XSW spectrum is also sensitive
to the lateral sulfur location. From these data, we
have determined that the sulfur coherent position
is P11-1=0.25±0.01, and the coherent fraction is
f11-1=0.46±0.01. Furthermore, the Au XSW data

Fig. 7. XSW-induced modulation shown (as in Fig. 6) for the
in the (11-1) geometry reveal a coherent position (111) substrate Bragg peak for a coverage of 0.29 ML. The
of P11-1(Au)=−0.02±0.01 and a coherent frac- solid lines are the best fit to the XSW spectra. The derived XSW

parameters as a function of coverage are summarized in Table 2.tion of f11-1(Au)=0.89±0.01 that are almost the
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Table 2 shown that at coverages intermediate between the
Measured XSW results as a function of coverage, H ideal ‘‘striped’’ phase (0.27 ML) and the c(4×2)

phase (1.0 ML), a third ‘‘intermediate’’ phase isS(1s) Au(35/2) present that is apparently disordered (i.e. no
H (ML) P111 F111 P111 F111 diffraction peaks are observed with either He atom

diffraction or GIXD, and STM also reveals a
0.29 1.09±0.01 0.41±0.01 −0.01±0.01 0.84±0.01

disordered striped phase) and that has a nominal0.42 1.09±0.01 0.60±0.02 −0.03±0.01 0.78±0.01
density of 0.47 ML. This observation suggests that1.0 1.0±0.01 0.41±0.01 0.01±0.01 0.84±0.01
the coherent fraction at 0.42 ML is due primarily
to the structure of the intermediate phase that
predominates at that coverage, and would suggest,P111(0.42 ML)=1.09±0.01, and the coherent frac-

tion is f111(0.42 ML)=0.60±0.02. These results therefore, that the head group structure of the
intermediate phase may be different from that ofare summarized in Table 2.

Independent of the details S/Au interface struc- either the striped phase or the c(4×2) phase.
ture discussed below, these results reveal that the
average height (as measured by the coherent posi-
tion) and the distribution of sulfur positions (as 5. Derivation of sulphur head group adsorption

site(s)measured by the coherent fraction) is the same at
H=0.29 ML and 1.0 ML. Although we have not
measured the (11-1) XSW spectra at 0.29 ML, the 5.1. Models having a unique sulfur site
high precision and sensitivity of the (111) XSW
measurement to changes along the surface normal To interpret the XSW data, we begin by con-

sidering the simplest possible model for this systemdirection (±0.02 Å) make it extremely unlikely
that the S/Au interface structure could have in which all sulfur head groups are located in a

single well-defined adsorption site. Within thischanged (for instance, to a different lateral adsorp-
tion site) without any concurrent change in the model, the vertical sulfur position is determined

solely by the (111) coherent position and is z=vertical component interface structure. Since these
coverages are very close to the ideal coverages of 2.59±0.02 Å. (The XSW result is also consistent

with P111=0.1, but this would imply that z=the ‘‘striped’’ phase (0.27 ML) and the ‘‘standing
up’’ c(4×2) phase (1.0 ML), we conclude, there- 0.24±0.02 Å which obviously can be ruled out

because it leads to a physically impossible Au–Sfore, that the S/Au interface structures for these
two different phases are the same (i.e. within bone lengths of <1.68 Å.) This vertical S–Au

spacing is significantly larger than the value of z=experimental error). Apparently, the differences
between the lying-down ‘‘striped’’ phase and the 1.905 Å (corresponding to a coherent position of

0.809) predicted theoretically by Sellers et al. [23].‘‘standing up’’ c(4×2) phase are simply due to
the density of absorbed molecules and the orienta- The disagreement can be seen clearly in Fig. 6a in

which the XSW induced modulation of the sulfurtion of the hydrocarbon axis, and not to changes
in the S/Au interface structures. signal is calculated for the structure predicted by

Sellers (standard model ). The derived S–Au verti-We note that both the sulfur and gold coherent
fractions at H=0.42 ML have changed signifi- cal height of 2.59 Å is also significantly larger than

S–metal surface bond lengths [25,27,60,61], whichcantly from those observed at either 0.29 or
1.0 ML, although the coherent positions are are typically ≤2.3 Å.

Having determined the vertical sulfur positionunchanged at this coverage. This observation sug-
gests that significant differences exist in the mono- through the (111) measurement, the (11-1) coher-

ent position is then determined only by the laterallayer structure (including the sulfur head group
distribution) at that coverage. Although the limited sulfur binding site (see Fig. 3). Again, we consider

first the prediction of the threefold hollow sitedata do not allow us to specify the nature of those
changes, we note that diffraction studies have corresponding to the model of Sellers et al. [23].
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In the case of the (111) surface of a face-centered ent fraction ( f11-1<0.35) for all of these low-
symmetry structures. Furthermore, inclusion ofcubic (f.c.c.) crystal, two distinct threefold hollow

sites exist, the ‘‘h.c.p.’’ and ‘‘f.c.c.’’ sites, that are non-structural contributions to improve the
agreement between the calculated and observedlocated directly above second- or third-layer Au

atoms, respectively. Although these sites are equiv- values of f111 will only increase the disparity
between the measured and predicted values ofalent with respect to the top Au layer, they are

distinct with respect to the substrate lattice and f11-1. Therefore, the XSW results unambiguously
rule out any model of this system in which thereare readily distinguished by the XSW technique.

Given the measured coherent position of is only a single sulfur adsorption site.
P111=1.1, the calculated (11-1) coherent position
for an f.c.c. hollow site is P11-1=1.03 (or 0.03), 5.2. Models having two sulfur-binding sites
whereas for the h.c.p. site, P11-1=0.70 (or −0.30)
as shown in Fig. 3. Both of these values match the It is natural to consider the case of two sulfur-

binding sites because the symmetry of the X-raymeasured value of P11-1=0.25±0.01 very poorly.
The disagreement between this adsorption site and and He atom diffraction patterns and the STM

images clearly demonstrates that two distinct mole-the experimental data can be seen clearly in a
calculation of the (11-1) XSW spectra for the cules exist within the unit mesh (as shown in

Fig. 1). The inequivalence of these two moleculesmodel by Sellers et al. [23], in which the sulfur
head groups are located in the f.c.c. hollow site and the strictly equal number of each of the two

molecules within the unit mesh are therefore bothhaving a vertical S–Au spacing of 1.9 Å (standard
model in Fig. 6b). The poor level of agreement defining characteristics of the c(4×2) unit mesh

symmetry. Consequently, we use this informationbetween these calculated and measured values of
the coherent position is a direct and unambiguous as an externally imposed constraint in the XSW

analysis to determine, first of all, whether thedemonstration that there is no single sulfur head
group located in a threefold hollow site, as is inequivalence of the sulfur head groups of these

two molecules should be described as a perturba-widely asserted in the literature. Other simple
binding sites result in a similarly poor agreement tion about a single well-defined site or as two

distinct binding sites and, secondly, to determinewith the experimental data. For instance, given
that P111=1.1, we calculate that a bridge site has the precise sulfur adsorption sites.

Within the context of a two-binding-site model,coherent position of P11-1=−0.13 (or 0.87),
whereas an atop site has P11-1=0.36. Clearly, none the measured coherent positions provide a direct

measure of the average position of the two sulfurof these sites provides an adequate description of
the experimental data. head groups projected along the respective crystal-

lographic directions. We begin by discussing theWe have also considered the full range of low-
symmetry sites by systematically searching for any height of the two sulfur atoms, since P111 is

sensitive to the average vertical height of the sulfursingle site that might be compatible with the
experimental data. Although there are low- head groups. As discussed in Section 2, as the

width of the sulfur height distribution increases,symmetry sites that reproduce the observed coher-
ent positions (P111=1.10±0.01 and P11-1= the coherent fraction will decrease. Consequently,

the low observed value of f111=0.41±0.01 may0.25±0.01), the predicted coherent fractions for
all of these structures can be summarized as: be due to different heights of the two sulfur head

groups. In the case of two sulfur atoms, theF111=1, and F11-1<0.35. Since the product of C
and D

H
cannot exceed 1.0 (i.e. CD

H
≤1), the geometrical factor decreases as a function of the

displacement, D, of each sulfur head group aboutmeasured coherent fraction provides a strict lower
limit for the geometrical factor a

H
. Therefore, we their mean position, as a

H
=cos(2pD/d

H
). If we

assume that f111=a111 (i.e. CD111~1), then thecan rule out any single low-symmetry binding site
since the measured (11-1) coherent fractions observed coherent fraction f111=0.41 corresponds

to a displacement of D=0.43 Å. This implies that( f11-1=0.45±0.01) exceeds the calculated coher-
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two very different vertical S–Au spacings exist: z=
2.59±D=2.16 Å and 3.02 Å. [Again, the XSW
results are degenerate to within the period of XSW
field so that both of these heights can be modified
by the period of the standing wave (±2.355 Å),
although this modification results in physically
unrealistic S–Au vertical distances]. Before we can
conclude that the derived value of D is representa-
tive of the sulfur head group structure, we must
also consider values of CD111<1. As the product

Fig. 8. Detailed map of the positions of each of the two sulfurCD111 is reduced below 1.0, the derived value of
head groups at heights of (a) z1=2.21±0.05 Å and (b)

D will decrease. Consequently, at this point in the z3=2.97±0.05 Å with respect to the underlying substrate lattice
analysis, we can only place an upper limit on the that are consistent with the XSW data for H=1.0 ML. The

small dots represent the range of allowed sites of each sulfurmagnitude of D (i.e. D≥0.43 Å).
head group for any position of the other sulfur head group,A large difference in heights, as suggested above,
and the large circles denote the Au substrate lattice sites. Towould already imply that the two sulfur head
demonstrate the correlations present in these date explicitly, we

groups are likely to be found in different lateral also show as open circles the allowed sulfur head group loca-
adsorption sites. We will now quantitatively tions (at z3=3.02 Å) when the other sulfur head group (at

z1=2.16 Å) is restricted to the atop site (x=0, y=0).address the question of which lateral adsorption
sites are consistent with the XSW data. To explore
the full range of sulfur head group locations sys- possibility of systematic error in the analysis

caused by the presence of non-specifically boundtematically, we follow a similar analysis method
to that used previously by Berman et al. [62] to sulfur (because for a given measured

f
H
=CD

H
a
H

, a
H
≤f

H
for CD

H
≤1).determine the location of a single low-symmetry

adsorption site using XSW. To do this, we fix the The result of this search is summarized in Fig. 8.
The plotted points are head group positions thatvertical height of each of the two sulfur head

groups as determined above using the measured are compatible with the experimental data, and
the large circles are the substrate Au atom loca-(111) coherent fraction, so that the only adjustable

parameters are the lateral positions of the two tions. Due to the different heights of the two sulfur
head groups, the XSW results are sensitive to thesulfur head groups and the product of CD

H
. For

simplicity, we begin by assuming that C=D
H
=1 lateral position of each of the individual sulfur

head groups. Consistent with our discussion above(i.e. a111=f111), and perform a grid search over
the full range of lateral sulfur positions for which concerning models containing only a single sulfur

head group, no structures are compatible withthe coherent fractions and positions are consistent
with the experimental data (we discuss the possi- either of the two sulfur head groups located in the

threefold hollow site (either f.c.c. or h.c.p.).bility in which non-structural contributions are
significant in detail below). For the coherent posi- Instead, the first sulfur head group is found at a

vertical height of z1=2.16 Å, and is determined totions, we search for structures that reproduce the
observed values to within one standard deviation, have a lateral location, R

xy
, within 0.5 Å of an

atop site (Fig. 8a). The second sulfur head groups, of the derived value, i.e. a calculated coherent
position is considered acceptable if P−0.01≤ (molecule 3, as shown in Fig. 1) is found at a

vertical height of z3=3.02 Å and is located withinPcalc≤P+0.01. Since non-structural contributions
to the coherent fraction may be present and will an annulus surrounding the f.c.c. threefold hollow

site (R
xy
=Rf.c.c.+d3, 0.6 Å≤d3≤0.8 Å) as shownhave the effect of increasing the value of a

H
beyond

the statistical uncertainty of that parameter, we in Fig. 8b. Because correlations between the two
head group positions are implicit in these data, wehave increased the upper range of acceptable

coherent fractions to be: f11-1−0.01≤ emphasize that the allowed position of each sulfur
head groups is only valid for a subset of the othera

H
≤f11-1+0.09. This range takes into account the
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head groups positions. This is shown explicitly for
the exemplary case in which the sulfur head group
(at z1=2.16 Å) is restricted to an atop site (small
open circle, Fig. 8a), and the acceptable lateral
locations of the other sulfur head group (at
z3=3.02 Å) are plotted (open circles, Fig. 8b).

We have yet to explore structures in which
CD

H
<1 in deriving Fig. 8. It is necessary, there-

fore, to perform similar searches for particular
values of the product CD

H
over the full allowable

range, 0.46≤CD
H
≤1.0 because the value of CD

H
will impact on the derived value of D (i.e. the
vertical heights of the two sulfur head groups),
that will then impact on the derived (11-1) coher-
ent position. Upon doing this, we note that this

Fig. 9. Range of relative lateral S–S spacings (of molecule 3simply has the effect of reducing the range of
with respect to molecule 1) that are consistent with the XSWallowable sulfur head group sites shown in Fig. 8,
data, plotted as shaded regions as a function of the

without the introduction of any new sites. DX=x3−x1 and DY=y3−y1, and derived on the basis of the
Furthermore, we find that no structures are com- correlations of the sulfur head group positions implicit in Fig. 8.

These data are consistent with the S–S spacing derived on thepatible with the XSW results for CD
H
<0.65.

basis of the GIXD results (open squares) but are inconsistentTherefore, values of CD
H
<1.0 only reduce the

with a 5 Å S–S spacing as dictated by a E3×E3R30° symmetryrange of allowable structures but do not in any
(open circles).

way change the conclusions. Consequently, the
results in Fig. 8 unambiguously reflect the full

relationship between the sulfur head groups andrange of possible lateral sites for each of the two
the Au substrate lattice is lost, and the shadeddistinct sulfur head groups, so that all other head
regions are ones in which the magnitude andgroup sites are incompatible with the XSW data.
orientation of the vector separating the two sulfurIf we take into account the full range of structures
head groups are compatible with the XSW data.that are compatible with the XSW data, we find
As might be expected, because of the indirectthat:
sensitivity of XSW to the S–S spacing, the range

z
1
=2.21±0.05 Å, R1

xy
=Ratop+d

1 of S–S spacings and orientations is rather broad.
In spite of this, the data clearly demonstrate thatwith |d

1
|≤0.5 Å, and

the XSW data are inconsistent with an S–S spacing
z
3
=2.97±0.05 Å, R3

xy
=Rf.c.c.+d

3 that is 5 Å along next-nearest-neighbour direction
of the Au substrate (open circle, Fig. 9), as iswith 0.6 Å≤|d

3
|≤0.8 Å,where d

i
reflects the lateral

widely assumed in the literature, and as directeddisplacement of each head group from a high-
symmetry site. by E3×E3R30° overlayer symmetry (independent

of the actual sulfur binding site).Although the results in Fig. 8 represent the
position of each sulfur head group with respect to
the Au substrate lattice, we can also determine
which spacings between the two sulfur head groups 6. Interpretation of results
are compatible with the XSW data through the
correlations in the two sulfur head group positions 6.1. Comparison to related sulfur-containing

systemsimplicit in Fig. 8. The full range of allowed S–S
spacings [as a function of (x3−x1) and ( y3−y1)]
compatible with the XSW data is shown in Fig. 9. Because the XSW data clearly contradict the

most fundamental tenet of the ‘‘standard’’ modelIn this plot, all information concerning the lateral
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(i.e. a single sulfur head group location), because of the van der Waals radii of sulfur and Au atoms
(3.5 Å) [66 ]. Taken together, these results suggestno independent experimental evidence exists to
two important observations: (1) the derived sulfursupport the notion of bonding in the threefold
locations results in S–Au distances that are bothhollow site, and because the XSW data are incon-
physically and chemically reasonable in compari-sistent with an S–S spacing of 5 Å in the orienta-
son to other related S–metal systems, and (2) thetion dictated by a E3×E3R30° structure, we
derived S–Au distances suggest that a chemicalconclude that the ‘‘standard’’ model is inappro-
bond exists between the sulfur head group locatedpriate for the Cn/Au(111) system. To achieve a
in the atop site (molecule 1) and the Au substratecoherent picture of this system, we must now
atom directly below it, and there is apparently nodevelop a model in which the two sulfur head
direct chemical interaction between the secondgroups are located in different lateral and vertical
sulfur head group (molecule 3) and the Aulocations.
substrate.To gain insight into the nature of the bonding

between the sulfur head group and the Au sub-
6.2. Comparison to ‘‘sulfur pairing’’ modelsstrate, we first compare our results to the chemi-

sorption of thiols and atomic sulfur on other metal
While some residual ambiguity of the XSWsurfaces. For example, methanethiol (C1) on

results clearly remains concerning the exact S/AuNi(111) has a S–Ni bond length of 2.24 Å [61],
interface structure, the XSW results can be usedwhereas for sulfur on Ni(111), the S–Ni bond
to quantitatively test the validity of any otherlength is 2.13 Å [25]. In the case of C1/Cu(111),
proposed structures. We therefore discuss the XSWthe S–Cu bond length is found to be 2.38 Å [60].
results in the context of a ‘‘sulfur pairing’’ model,Even for the case of sulfur adsorption on the open
which is the only other structure that has beenface of Cu(001), the S–Cu bond length is found
proposed for the Cn/Au(111) system. In thisto be 2.25 Å [27]. Although the sulfur atom was
model, the S–S spacing was determined to be

located in a hollow site in all of these cases (and
2.2 Å, with the S–S ‘‘bond direction’’ having an

therefore may not be directly comparable with the angle of 3° with respect to the Au nearest-neigh-
present results), they all have bond lengths that bour direction. In Fig. 9, this S–S spacing is super-
are very similar to that derived for the sulfur head imposed on those that were found to be compatible
group in the atop site (molecule 1), which has an with the XSW results, and is clearly consistent
S–Au distance of 2.16 Å, but are all much smaller with the range of S–S spacings derived from the
than the minimum S–Au separation for the other XSW data.
head group (molecule 3), which is 3.1. Å [i.e. The only apparent contradiction between the
(2.972+0.92)1/2]. GIXD and XSW results is found in the adsorption

Further insight may be found by comparing the site of the molecules with respect to the Au sub-
XSW results to bond lengths found in bulk organo- strate lattice. The GIXD results reported [9] a best
metallic compounds. Here, we find that the derived fit when the two sulfur head groups were located
S–Au distance in the atop site (2.16 Å) is somewhat near the threefold hollow and bridge sites, which
smaller than bulk S–Au ‘‘bonding’’ distances that are inconsistent with the XSW data (as shown in
are observed in the range of 2.28–2.35 Å [63–65] Fig. 8). However, it must be noted that these
and as high as 2.5 Å [66 ]. Differences at this level techniques probe the S/Au interface in very
are not surprising given the difference of bonding different ways. The XSW technique is directly
sulfur to metal atom vs. bonding to a metal sensitive to the S adsorption site with respect to
surface. In contrast, the smallest S–Au distance of the substrate lattice and is relatively insensitive to
the second sulfur head group (3.1 Å) is clearly the actual S–S spacing (see Figs. 8 and 9), and the
outside the range of observed bonding distances, GIXD results are primarily sensitive to the S–S
but instead is very similar both to the observed spacing, with substantially less sensitivity to the

lateral adsorption site. To demonstrate this latter‘‘non-bonding’’ distances (3.1 Å), and to the sum
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point explicitly, we have performed structure factor
calculations of different structural models that we
compare with the GIXD data [9,31]. For instance,
a comparison of the GIXD data with calculations
for the best-fig (‘‘sulfur-pairing’’) structure reveals
a quality of fit of

Sx2=(1/n)∑[(I
exp−S*Icalc)/sexp ]2=1.9

where I is the X-ray scattering intensities (experi-
mental and calculated), s is the statistical uncer-
tainty in the measured intensity, and S is a scale
factor), whereas the best-fit for a fully optimized
‘‘standard’’ model has Sx2=16. In comparison, by
modifying the best fit ‘‘sulfur pairing’’ model by

Fig. 10. Schematic of the derived ‘‘sulfur-dimer’’ structure,rigidly translating the sulfur ‘‘dimer’’ (i.e. without revealing that although one of the two head groups interacts
any change in the S–S spacing), we can create a directly with the substrate (filled circle), the other head group
model that is fully consistent with the XSW data. does not (open circle). The hydrocarbon chains are schemati-

cally shown as ‘‘R’’. From the lateral S–S spacing consistentAfter allowing optimization of the other aspects
with both the GIXD and XSW date (2.2 Å) and their heightsof the structure, we find a quality of fit of
as derived by XSW, we derive a tilt of the S–S ‘‘bond’’ (shownSx2≤2.5. Although an exhaustive simultaneous as a dashed bold line) of 19±2° away from the Au surface plane.

optimization of both the XSW and GIXD data
has yet to be performed, these numbers clearly
demonstrate the primary sensitivity of GIXD to

in vertical heights as derived by XSW (Dz=
the S–S distance and orientation, and its secondary

0.76±0.1 Å, as discussed in Section 5.2), we there-
sensitivity to the lateral site. In the present context,

fore derive the angle of tilt of the S–S ‘‘bond’’ to
it is sufficient to note that the above calculations

be 19±2° above the Au surface plane. This corres-
prove that no inherent contradiction exists between

ponds to an angle of 109±2° with respect to the
the sulfur-pairing model as derived by GIXD and

Au–S bond (assuming that the sulfur head group
the XSW results.

is located exactly in the atop site) that is consistent
with the tetrahedral bond angle (109.4°), and
suggests a lone-pair interaction between the two6.3. Discussion of XSW results and synthesis of a

structural model sulfur head groups as a possible explanation for
the sulfur dimer structure.

The sulfur dimer model is appealing because itWe can now try to synthesize a model. Since
the XSW results clearly imply that although one provides a simple explanation for a number of

diverse experimental facts known about thissulfur head group (at z1=2.2±0.05 Å) is directly
bound to the Au surface, the other (at system. First of all, because the model suggests

that the molecules are bound to the Au surface asz3=2.97±0.05 Å) is not. It is natural, therefore,
to discuss these results in the context of a ‘‘sulfur- a dimer, there would be no reason to expect two

distinct desorption temperatures (in contrast topairing’’ model in which the head group structure
is in the form of a sulfur dimer moiety that is any models that might explain the XSW results in

the context of two distinct uni-molecular adsorp-bound to the surface through only one of the two
sulfur head groups (that located in the atop site). tion sites). Furthermore, it is known from temper-

ature-programmed desorption (TPD) experimentsA schematic of this structure is shown in Fig. 10.
Using a lateral distance between the two head that the desorption product is a disulfide for chain

lengths ranging as low as C1 [67] to at least asgroups consistent with both the XSW data and
the GIXD data (2.2 Å), and using the difference high as C18 [68]. Although this has been interpre-
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ted in the context of second order desorption of quently the S–S bond length would be expected to
thiolates, it might also be reasonable to associate be longer (J. Schwartz, pers. commun.; [71]) than
the desorption product (in the context of the XSW that found in an isolated disulfide compound
results) with the first-order desorption of adsorbed (2.0 Å) [33]. Given the lateral S–S spacing mea-
dimers. Furthermore, recent studies have shown sured by GIXD (2.2 Å) and the measured differ-
that a bimolecular adsorption mechanism exists in ence in height of the two sulfur head groups
the growth of C10/Au(111) by vapor deposition (0.76 Å), this results in an S–S ‘‘bondlength’’ of
[56 ]. The dimer structure also provides a very 2.33 Å, which is consistent with the notion of a
simple and elegant explanation for the presence of reduced S–S bond. In terms of the sensitivity of
the unit cell doubling present in both the c(4×2) XPS to the sulfur adsorption site, note also that
and striped phases [8,9,32,57–59] (see Section 6.4 in a closely related system [perfluorinated thiols
for more detail ). adsorbed on Au(111)], it was found that the

It has also been found that SAMs formed from monolayer structure was incommensurate with the
either thiols or disulfides result in indistinguishable substrate lattice, which immediately implies the
monolayers [69]. This observation had been inter- existence of multiple binding sites [72]. However,
preted in the context of the ‘‘standard model’’ as a recent XPS study of that system finds no evidence
a result of the dissociative adsorption of the disul- for any splitting or broadening of the S(2p) photo-
fide molecule, although such an observation is also electron peak for the perfluorinated thiol mono-
consistent with a ‘‘dimer’’ adsorption structure. layer [73], which suggests that the sulfur XPS
Perhaps the only experimental evident that might binding energy may be insensitive to the actual
be interpreted as being contrary to a sulfur dimer binding site in the S/Au(111) system.
head group structure is that concerning mixed In comparing our results with other closely
monolayers, in which exchange has been observed related surface adsorption systems, we note that
between adsorbed asymmetric disulfides [70]. sulfur has been previously observed to form S8Although those studies were performed on evapo-

rings on Au(111) surfaces under electrochemical
rated Au films [and therefore may not be directly

conditions [74] with an internal S–S spacing ofcomparable to our studies on Au(111) single crys-
2.5 Å. This observation clearly demonstrates thetalline surfaces], those results are not inconsistent
ability of sulfur to form similar structures onwith a dimer adsorption structure as long as the
Au(111) surfaces. Furthermore, the isoelectronicbarrier for S–S bond cleavage on the surface is
Te/Au(111) and Au(001) systems are known tonot too high. In this context, given the XSW result
exhibit a number of complex structures, whichthat the S/Au interface structure is different in the
have been interpreted in the context of unit meshes‘‘intermediate phase’’ than in either the c(4×2) or
that contain multiple Te dimers [75,76 ], and whichstriped phase, and given the presence of a melted
are strikingly similar to the c(4×2) unit mesh, asphase over a broad range of the (H, T ) phase
shown in Fig. 1. Clearly, the sulfur dimerizationdiagram in this system (include room temperature
that we propose for the C10/Au(111) system isat submonolayer coverages) [55], there is no reason
not unprecedented. It is also interesting to noteto assume a priori that sulfur dimers necessarily
that although no direct experimental evidence hasexist as stable units in either or both of these
been reported to support independently the notionphases.
of an S–S ‘‘bond’’ in the C10/Au(111) system,We can also discuss these results in the context
recent Raman spectroscopy studies have shownof the XPS binding energies for this system. From
the existence of an unexpected and possibly novelthe observed decrease in the S(2p) XPS binding
resonant Raman process. This process has beenenergy of the final chemisorbed species
determined to be due to an electronic interaction(Eb=162.7 eV ) with respect to the physisorbed
at the S/Au interface and might therefore bedisulfide (Eb=164.8 eV ) [67], it can be inferred
associated with the presence of a sulfur dimerthat if the adsorption is in the form of a disulfide,

then the S–S bond should be reduced, and conse- species (B. Gregory, pers. commun.).
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6.4. Discussion of the coverage dependence circles) are shown consistent with the combined
XSW and GIXD results incorporating an S–S

In light of our observation that the local S/Au spacing of ~2.2 Å. Note that He diffraction meas-
interface structure of the low-coverage ‘‘striped’’ urements of the striped phase unit mesh as a
phase (H=0.27 ML) and the c(4×2) phase (H= function of chain length have previously deter-
1 ML) are indistinguishable as measured by XSW, mined that the length of the unit mesh is quantita-
we now compare their two-dimensional structures. tively consistent with the length of the C10
A schematic of these two structures if found in molecules, its van der Waals radii, and the S–S
Fig. 11a and b, in which the unit cell size and spacings derived from the GIXD data [59].
symmetry are determined solely from the diffrac- From this schematic, the similarities of the two
tion pattern symmetry of each phase. In both phases are readily apparent. Even without the
phases, the hydrocarbon chains are shown as XSW results, the presence of ‘‘pairing’’ of adjacent
shaded regions [which, in the ‘‘standing up’’ molecules is apparent for both the c(4×2) and
c(4×2) phase, are schematically shown as shaded the striped phases solely on the basis of the unit
circles] and the head group positions (small filled cell symmetry and size, and this similarity would

immediately suggest a fundamental connection
between the head group structure of the two
phases. Furthermore, the spacing of the sulfur
head groups along the short axis of the striped
phase (5.0 Å, along the dashed line in Fig. 11) is
identical to the relationship between molecules 1
and 2 in the c(4×2) phase as shown in Fig. 1 (the
latter being dictated by the absence of certain
diffraction peaks in the c(4×2) phase). Finally,
our determination that the head group structures
of the striped and c(4×2) phases are equivalent
as measured by XSW suggests that molecules 1
and 3 have the same spatial relationship in these
two very different phases.

There are also interesting differences between
the two phases. Given that the head group struc-
tures for the striped and c(4×2) phases are indis-
tinguishable with XSW, one might expect initially
that the c(4×2) phase could be created by simply
the ‘‘standing up’’ of the hydrocarbon chains and
reducing the long axis of the striped phase unit
mesh to maximize the coverage. To show clearly
that this is not how the c(4×2) phase is obtained,

Fig. 11. Schematic of the relationship between (a) c(4×2) phase we show a schematic of such a fictitious ‘‘dense
at 1.0 ML, (b) striped phase at 0.27 ML, and (c) fictitious striped’’ phase (Fig. 11c), which has the same
‘‘dense striped’’ phase that has the same density and local head

molecular density as the c(4×2) phase, but whosegroup structure as the c(4×2) phase. The dashed line is a guide
symmetry instead resembles the orthorhombicto the eye to accentuate the similarities and differences between

those structures, and the hydrocarbon chains are denoted by packing found in odd-chain-length alkane crystals.
the shaded regions for both the ‘‘striped’’ phase, and the c(4×2) Although the 5.0 Å spacing of these striped phases
phase (where the chains are schematically shown as filled cir- continues indefinitely along the dashed lines incles). Note that the c(4×2) phase and the fictitious ‘‘dense

Figs. 11b and c, this relationship within thestriped’’ phases differ only in the packing of the ‘‘supramolecu-
lar aggreates’’ shown schematically as dashed parallelograms. c(4×2) phase (Fig. 11a) instead is modulated
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about the vertical axis, resulting in the zigzag metrical dimer that is bound primarily through
pattern of light and dark molecules. only one of the two sulfur head groups in the

We note that all three structures shown in Fig. 11 dimer and is tilted with respect to the surface plane
can be constructed from the same four-molecule by 19±2°.
‘‘supramolecular aggregate’’ (corresponding to By performing XSW measurement as a function
molecules 1–4 in Fig. 11a, and shown schemati- of the thiol coverage, we have also determined
cally by the dashed parallelograms in Fig. 11a–c). that the sulfur head group structure for the lying-
Because the c(4×2) phase and the dense striped down striped phase (at H=0.27 ML) is indistin-
phase are both constructed from the same S/Au guishable from that of the saturated c(4×2) struc-
interface structure, these structures differ only in ture found (at H=1.0 ML). This observation
the relative packing of the supramolecular aggre- suggests that the primary difference between these
gates. This clearly implies that the hydrocarbon two phases is in the orientation of the hydrocarbon
chain packing between neighbouring supramolecu- axis (and the related molecular coverage) and is
lar aggregates is the driving force behind the not due to changes in the S/Au interface structure.
modulation that results in the c(4×2) unit mesh. From this, we suggest that the known symmetry
In other words, the essential element that is neces- of the c(4×2) phase is stabilized by the packing
sary to explain the stability of the c(4×2) phase of a neighbouring four-molecule supramolecular
with the respect to other structures (such as the aggregate that is common to these two structures.
dense striped phase) appears to be the steric pack- Although a large gulf remains between our
ing constraints of the hydrocarbon chains when experimental results and recent results using theory
constrained by the presence of a dimerization of and MD simulation, we hope that the present
the sulfur head groups. In this respect, it is not

work will stimulate new theoretical attention aimed
surprising that Goddard et al. [39] were able to

not only at resolving the complexities of the struc-reproduce the observed c(4×2) structure by
ture of this model system, but also at the moreassuming the existence of an S–S ‘‘bond’’.
pressing issue of developing a more fundamental
understanding of self-assembly processes in
general.7. Conclusions

Using the technique of XSW, we have deter-
mined that the sulfur head group structure of
C10/Au(111) is not described by a unique sulfur
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